Harding Middle School Supply List 2017-2018

SIXTH GRADE
1. Color-coded notebooks and three-hole punched pocket folders for each core class + Homework
folder
 LA 1 and LA 2: three blue spiral notebooks (one subject) and blue folder
 Math: three green spiral notebooks (one subject) and green folder
 Science: one package wide-lined loose-leaf paper and red folder
 Social Studies: yellow spiral notebook (one subject) and yellow folder
 Homework: three-hole punched, plastic pocket folder (any other color or design)
2. One 1” binder
3. Four boxes/packages #2 pencils
4. One black “Sharpie”
5. Highlighters (3 total)
6. One box of colored pencils (any count)
7. One three-hole punched pencil case
8. One basic/inexpensive calculator
9. Flash drive (to be used in all subjects)
10. Two reams of white copy/computer paper
11. Two boxes of facial tissue
12. Hand Sanitizer-last name A-L
13. Disinfecting wipes (Lysol, Clorox, Etc.) last name M-Z
14. Additional 1” binder (band students only)
15. Optional: additional pencil case for colored pencils, markers, scissors, etc.

SEVENTH GRADE
1. Twelve # 2 pencils - EACH TRIMESTER
2. Blue or black ink pens and 1 red pen
3. Wide-lined loose-leaf notebook paper – 200 ct.
4. Five folders with pockets or a trapper with a filing system
5. One twelve-inch unbreakable ruler with metric scale
6. One box of colored pencils
7. Calculator – Simple basic functions is acceptable
8. Two boxes of tissues
9. Four spiral single subject notebooks
10. Two reams white 8-1/2 X 11 20# computer paper
11. Two composition notebooks
12. Inexpensive earbud headphones
13. Two packages of 3 X 5 notecards
14. Flashdrive – can be used from year to year/other subject areas
15. One 10 oz. hand sanitizer--only for last names A-L
16. One Container disinfecting wipes (Lysol, Clorox, etc.)--only for last names M-Z

EIGHTH GRADE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Three packets of loose leaf paper (replenish each trimester)
Three spiral notebooks (Math/Algebra)
#2 pencils (replenish throughout the year)
Pens (blue or black ink; replenish throughout the year)
Four folders (for core classes)
Scientific calculator
Colored pencils
Ruler with metric and standard English markings
Four highlighters (at least 1 yellow, 1 green, 1 pink)
Two boxes of Kleenex tissues; bring to homeroom
Two reams white 8-1/2 x 11 20# computer paper
One black “Sharpie”
Four composition notebooks – (Science and LA)
One-1” binder (Language Arts)
Two book covers (Algebra/Math and Earth Science)
Flashdrive-can be used from year to year/other subject areas
Two pads of Post-it-Notes (Science and Language Arts)

ID (Ms. Ongie)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

One ream of wide lined paper
Two reams of white computer paper (one is for exploratory class)
One box markers
Two boxes Kleenex
Glue stick or glue
Calculator
One 1” inch binder
24 #2 pencils
One box colored pencils
Five one subject spiral notebooks
Disinfectant Wipes

BF Follow grade level supplies.
AUTISM – Teachers will provide supply list at a later date.

